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Information of texture to distinguish between the types of terrains in the environment are not defined 
by clear boundaries. In this paper we illustrate that an image consists of a composite texture of regions. 
Using Image Processing Algorithms, the type of the terrain is identified, and accordingly the 
appropriate velocity of the robot is derived, so that the robot can traverse over that particular terrain. 
It’s a real time process, and the speed of the robot changes with a change in the terrain in the 
environment. 
A video camera will be mounted on the robot, with a similar perspective to the driver, which takes the 
video of the road, with different classes of textures when the car is in motion. These textures (loose 
stones, grass, ground, concrete, asphalt, slopes) will then be processed using Image Processing 
Algorithms. Based on the results obtained after applying the algorithms, the velocity estimations are 
done and the speed of the robot changes accordingly. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Navigation with vehicles in unknown environments is an easy task for humans, but very difficult for 
robots [3]. For autonomous navigation in outdoor terrains, the robot must be endowed with the ability to 
interpret data acquired from its environment so as to plan and follow trajectories from its current location 
to the desired location, considering the features of the terrains [3].  
Most autonomous navigation works have focused on the problem of recognition and avoidance of 
obstacles; however, so far, almost no attention has been placed on the recognition of terrains' textures and 
irregularities, and how they accept the performance and safety of robots during navigation. Autonomous 
off-road robots will be employed in military operations, and also in civilian applications such as wide-
area environment monitoring, disaster recovering, search-and-rescue activities, as well as planetary 
exploration. [1]. There is a strong push in the Army to move towards autonomous and semi-autonomous 
vehicles to perform tasks which may be too cumbersome or dangerous for human driven vehicles to 
perform. Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) can potentially be used to find and disarm improvised 
explosive devices (IEDs) without risking the lives of soldiers [2]. 
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The right navigating velocity regarding the terrain features is a requisite to keep robots away from risks of 
falling and sliding due to surface slopes or smash textures, the vehicle velocity must be updated according 
to the terrain features in order to guarantee robots safe navigation. For wheeled-robots navigation on 
different terrains, it is necessary to have required information about the surface features [3]. One of those 
features on which this work focuses is the surface roughness on which the vehicle is moving. The terrain 
is the principle source of chassis excitation in off-road vehicles and the control of the vehicle is dependent 
on effectively characterizing the terrain slope, roughness, and surface condition [2]. The robot's velocity 
during real navigation depends on the terrain roughness; moreover, the robot integrity depends on the 
right velocity of the robot while navigating through terrain. 
The information of environment needs to be quickly and accurately processed by the robot's navigation 
systems for a right displacing. The velocity setting must be performed remotely, i.e. the robot must detect 
and classify soft irregularities and textures before the robot passes on them, so that the robot disposes 
enough time to react and set its velocity according to the terrains' characteristics [3]. On the other hand, 
by extending the robots' abilities to recognize the terrains' features and then, accordingly, update the 
velocity while navigating, the usage of the robots' energy and computing resources would improve as well 
as the autonomy would be strengthen.  
During navigation, the robot can move on irregularities under the following criteria; if irregularities are 
soft (slopes with inclination less than or equal to 15 degrees), then the robot can move over them; 
otherwise, the non-soft irregularities (slopes with inclination bigger than 15 degrees) are considered as 
slopes, slope detection algorithms need to be applied and velocity of the robot must be adjusted 
accordingly. 
II. PROPOSED SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM 
A. Algorithm 
• A wireless camera is mounted on the robot (vehicle) which captures the video and transmits it the 
Processing end (PC). • This video is converted into image frames for further processing. • The first frame is taken and the Texture Segmentation Algorithm (Texture Segmentation using 
Wavelet Transform) is applied. Thus we obtain various segments of the processed image.  • The Wavelet Co-occurrence Feature (WCF) values of each segment in the image, is calculated. WCF 
values give the features of the segments such as contrast, cluster, shade and cluster prominence, 
brightness and the relationship between them [5]. According to these WCF values, the speed of the 
robot is adjusted. 
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Figure 1. Flow of the Speed Control System 
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• If the WCF value is greater than the maximum threshold, it implies maximum roughness, and thus we 
vary the robot speed to the minimum value for safe navigation. If the WCF value is less than the 
minimum threshold, it implies minimum roughness, and thus we vary the robot speed to the 
maximum value for safe navigation.  • Hence, the robot motion takes place with the calculated speed, where the change in speed is 
calculated considering the difference in textures of the terrain. • This process is continued till all the frames are processed and the speed of the robot is detected for the 
whole path. 
II. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 
A. Definition 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is performed in the frequency domain, where the input image is 
decomposed to different frequency levels using the Discrete Wavelet Frames (DWF). Few statistical 
methods have been proposed in the past for texture analysis. Inherent disadvantages with those 
approaches, such as increased computational cost and irreversibility, can be eliminated using the wavelet 
transform [4]. 
Wavelets are functions generated from one single function W by dilations and translations. The basic idea 
of the wavelet transform is to represent any arbitrary function as a superposition of wavelets [5]. Any 
such superposition decomposes the given function into different scale levels where each level is further 
decomposed with a resolution adapted to that level. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is identical to 
a hierarchical sub band system where the sub-bands are logarithmically spaced in frequency and represent 
octave-band decomposition. By applying DWT, the image is actually divided i.e., decomposed into four 
sub-bands and critically sub-sampled [5]. These four sub bands arise from separate applications of 
vertical and horizontal filters. The sub-bands labeled LH1, HL1 and HH1 represent the finest scale 
wavelet coefficients i.e., detail images while the sub-band LL1 corresponds to coarse level coefficients 
i.e., approximation image. To obtain the next coarse level of wavelet coefficients, the sub-band LL1 alone 
is  
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Figure 2. Discrete Wavelet Transform 
further decomposed and critically sampled. This results in two-level wavelet decomposition. Similarly, to 
obtain further decomposition, LL2 will be used. This process continues until some final scale is reached. 
The values or transformed coefficients in approximation and detail images (sub-band images) are the 
essential features, which are as useful for texture discrimination and segmentation. Since textures, either 
micro or macro, have non-uniform gray level variations, they are statistically characterized by the values 
in the DWT transformed sub band images or the features derived from these sub-band images or their 
combinations. In other words, the features derived from these approximation and detail sub-band images 
uniquely characterize a texture. The features obtained from these DWT transformed images give the 
segmented images. 
B. Advantages over Fourier Transform 
Although the Fourier transform has been the mainstay of transform-based image processing since the late 
1950s, a more recent transformation, called the wavelet transform, is now making it even easier to 
compress, transmit, and analyze many images. Unlike the Fourier transform, whose basis functions are 
sinusoids, wavelet transforms are based on small waves, called wavelets, of varying frequency and 
limited duration [6]. A wavelet is a waveform that is bounded in both frequency and duration [8]. This 
allows them to provide the equivalent of a musical score for an image, revealing not only what notes (or 
frequencies) to play but also when to play them. Conventional Fourier transforms, on the other hand, 
provide only notes or frequency information; temporal information is lost in the transformation process. 
Most real world signals (such as music or images) have a finite duration and abrupt changes in frequency. 
This makes wavelet transform more efficient [8]. 
III. TEXTURE SEGMENTATION 
The study of terrain vehicle interaction has been a topic which has been researched for quite some time. 
Researchers have used it to refer to understanding the mechanical properties of the terrain called terra-
mechanics. The terrain segmentation problem is to assign a class label to each pixel of an image based on 
the properties of the pixel and its relationship with its neighbourhoods [10]. Determining how the terrain 
properties affect a vehicle’s ability to traverse it, which has also been referred to as traffic ability. It has 
also been used to describe the process of classifying the type of terrain (i.e. sand, dirt, gravel). The 
segmentation process is a joint detection and estimation of the class labels and shapes of the regions with 
homogeneous statistical properties [10]. One will also see the term terrain segmentation used for larger 
scales than relevant for vehicle dynamic studies, such as in geological surveys or aerial vehicle mapping. 
Many of these works use Digital Elevation Models (DEM) to represent the terrain. Thus, the literature 
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presented here will include terrain segmentation as it relates to mechanical properties, small ground 
robots, and larger ground vehicles. 
Here, texture mosaic images of size N x N are considered [4]. The analysis is carried out by considering 
sub images (i.e., block) of size 32 x 32. Each 32 x 32 sub-image, taken from top left corner of the original 
image, is decomposed using one level DWT and co-occurrence matrices (C) are derived for sub-image. 
Fig. 2 (a) shows the level 1 decomposition (i.e., LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4) and fig. 2 (b) shows the level 2 
decomposition with detail sub-bands (i.e., LL2, LH2, HL2 & HH2 sub-bands) of wavelet decomposed 
sub-image. Then, from these co-occurrence matrices (C), significant WCFs, such as contrast, cluster 
shade and cluster prominence, are computed using formulae given, as texture features [3]. In our 
implementation, the contrast feature values, calculated over all the blocks, are subjected to linear 
normalization in the scale of 0–255, while the cluster shade and cluster prominence features, which found 
to have very large dynamic ranges, are subjected to logarithmic normalization in the scale of 0–255 for 
computation [5]. 
A. Segmentation Algorithm 
Input   : Texture mosaic image of size N x N. 
Output: Texture segmented image. 
Step 1. Read the texture mosaic image. 
Step 2. Obtain 32 x 32 sub-image blocks,  starting  from  the top left corner.  
Step 3. Decompose sub-image blocks using 2-D DWT. 
Step 4. Derive co-occurrence matrices (C) for original  image,  and detail sub-bands of DWT 
 decomposed sub image  blocks. 
Step 5. Calculate WCFs such as contrast,  cluster  shade  and   cluster prominence from co- occurrence 
 matrices. 
Step 6. Calculate the difference between  sums of  WCFs  of    adjacent sub-image blocks. This 
 results  in  segmentation band. 
Step 7. Apply disk filtering and  thresholding techniques to remove  noise like artifacts if any in the 
 segmentation band.
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Figure 3. Flow Chart of Texture Segmentation Algorithm 
Step 8. Apply skeleton extraction algorithm to  get thinned or segmented line of one pixel thickness. 
 
Fig. 3 shows the Flowchart of the Texture Segmentation Algorithm. The texture segmentation is carried 
out by comparing the normalized co-occurrence features of discrete wavelet transformed adjacent but 
overlapping 32 x 32 sub-image blocks, both horizontally and vertically [4]. Each successive block is 
differ from the previous one in its spatial location by one column or one row, depending on whether the 
successive block is taken in horizontal or vertical direction, respectively. Here, the sum of the above 
normalized features of one block is compared with the corresponding sum of features derived from the 
next block. The difference in feature values is less when successive blocks belong to the same texture 
region and it increases in the texture border region while it is high when the successive blocks are from 
two different texture regions.  
By carrying out the above block by block feature comparison both in horizontal and vertical directions; a 
segmentation band is formed across the texture boundaries [9]. When the difference in feature values 
within the same texture region is high, noise like artifacts or spurious spots appear in the segmented 
image. This spurious spots are removed by applying disk filtering and thresholding techniques (i.e., post 
processing). Then, the post processed segmented band is thinned using skeleton extraction algorithm to 
get segmented line of one pixel thickness [9]. The thinned result gives the line of demarcation among the 
different textures present in the image i.e., thinned lines are exactly aligned with texture boundaries. 
B. Advantages over Other Algorithms 
 More recently, methods based on multi-resolution or multi-channel analysis, such as Gabor filters and 
wavelet transform, 
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have received a lot of attention. But, the outputs of Gabor filter banks are not mutually orthogonal, which 
may result in a significant correlation between texture features [5]. Finally, these transformations are 
usually not reversible, which limits their applicability for texture synthesis.  
Most of these problems can be avoided if one uses the wavelet transform, which provides a precise and 
unifying frame work for the analysis and characterization of a signal at different scales (e.g., Unser, 
1995). Another advantage of wavelet transform over Gabor filter is that the low pass and high pass filters 
used in the wavelet transform remain the same between two consecutive scales while the Gabor approach 
requires filters of different parameters. In other words, Gabor filters require proper tuning of filter 
parameters at different scales. 
One advantage of the wavelet transform over the histogram processing is that in many cases, a large 
number of the detail coefficients turn out to be very small in magnitude [7]. Truncating these small 
coefficients from the representation introduces only small errors in the reconstructed signal. We can 
approximate the original data distribution effectively by keeping only the most significant coefficients [7]. 
IV. VELOCITY ESTIMATION 
It is proposed to imitate the human perception by employing an approach for velocity updating. Hence, to 
imitate the human experience for terrain recognition and the corresponding velocity adjustments when 
driving, the choice of an adequate method for recognizing the surface average appearance, without lost in 
unnecessary terrain details, is clever for outdoors navigation. 
 In Earth exploration missions, where human life could be in danger, autonomous rovers are required for 
explosive landmines search, deep sea exploration, or to determine the eruption risk when exploring active 
volcano craters, as well others [2]. In these dangerous circumstances, the high autonomy of robots 
strengthens the robotic support to human safety. On the other hand, by extending the robots' abilities to 
recognize the terrains' features and then, accordingly, update the velocity while navigating, the usage of 
the robots' energy and computing resources would improve as well as the autonomy would be strengthen. 
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V. ANALYZING THE RESULTS 
                                   
Figure 4. Fuzzy Inference System for Speed Control Mechanism 
The Fig 4. shows the Fuzzy Inference System for the system Speed Control Mechanism Using Terrain 
Detection. As shown, it has one input, namely texture and one output, namely speed. The mamdani model 
is used to create the FIS. 
 
Figure 5. Input Membership function plot- Texture 
 Fig. 5 shows the input (texture) membership function plot with the descriptors as smooth, rough and 
very_rough. The values of texture are based on the sum of the WCF values calculated and it ranges from 
2 to 3. The range of values for the three descriptors is as shown in the fig. 5. 
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Figure 6. Output Membership function plot- Speed 
Fig. 6 shows the output (speed) membership function plot with the descriptors stop, medium and high. 
The range of values that speed can take is from 0 rpm to 100 rpm. The range of values that the three 
descriptors can take is as shown in the fig. 6. 
Fuzzy If then Rules: 
1. If (Texture is smooth) then (Speed is high) (1) 
2. If (Texture is rough) then (Speed is medium) (1) 
3. If (Texture is very_rough) then (Speed is stop) (1) 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
• In this project, for texture segmentation, the concept of discrete wavelet transform is presented for 
applying to textured images for decomposing them into detail and approximation regions. • Co-occurrence features, computed out of the wavelet decomposed images, are used for texture 
segmentation.  • The idea behind this proposed method is to exhibit the usage of co-occurrence features computed 
from discrete wavelet transformed images (i.e., WCF) for texture segmentation.  • The features are approximately the same when the windows or sub images considered are from the 
same texture and different if they are from different textures. • Varieties of textures, collected from standard album, are stitched to form target images which are 
used for experimentation and it is found that the proposed method yield better results than the texture 
spectrum method, a single resolution technique • Appearance-Based recognition algorithms successfully classify terrain textures by regarding the 
average appearance. • The algorithms are computationally inexpensive and easy implementation. 
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• The low computational cost to process the information acquired from the environment allows 
establishing that a car, at a certain speed, can have enough time to react to the roughness changes of 
the terrain. • The wavelet based algorithm for wheeled-robots allows a meta-classification of textures and soft 
irregularities used for the terrains' roughness recognition. • The wavelet based algorithm allows velocity updating by outdoor terrains navigation. • The average appearance of the terrains' textures, according to experimental results, is the requisite for 
velocity updating purpose on outdoor terrains navigation. • By applying robot velocity updating by regarding the terrains' roughness, the experimental results 
show the precision improvement. • Thus, by using the wavelet based texture recognition method and slope detection, we can ensure safer 
navigation of the robots on an unknown terrain. 
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